WHAT ARE WRITING PROMPTS?
Writing Prompts spark curiosity and creativity in the classroom. These digital assets give students the opportunity to explore curriculum concepts in a variety of ways. From Science and Health to Language Arts and Social Studies, Writing Prompts motivate students to reflect upon their own ideas and improve their writing skills. Each Writing Prompt has students practice one of the four types of writing: persuasive, narrative, expository, or descriptive.

Using Writing Prompts in the Classroom

- LESSON OPENER
- EXTRA CREDIT OPPORTUNITY
- ASSIGN AS HOMEWORK ACTIVITY
- ASSESS UNDERSTANDING OF A TOPIC
- SHARE WRITING PROMPTS IN A GROUP
- CREATE BLOG BASED ON WRITINGS FROM STUDENTS
- ASSIGN WRITING PROMPTS BEFORE SHOWING A VIDEO
- COMPILE WRITING PROMPTS INTO INDIVIDUAL OR CLASS JOURNAL
- EXCHANGE WRITING PROMPTS FOR EDITING TO IMPROVE GRAMMAR
- UTILIZE AS A CREATIVE, SUPPLEMENTAL ACTIVITY AFTER TEACHING A LESSON

FACT:
Discovery Education provides Writing Prompts across grades K-12.

660
The number of Writing Prompts available on Discovery Education Streaming

53%
The percentage of Writing Prompts available in English/Language Arts alone

8
The number of subjects explored by Writing Prompts

FINDING WRITING PROMPTS ON DISCOVERY EDUCATION STREAMING

In search results, expand Assess under Media Type and select Writing Prompt.

In the keyword search box, click the Media Type drop-down under More Options and select Writing Prompt.